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Contact agent

Nestled peacefully in a quiet street is an incredible opportunity awaiting to become your dream home. This 3 bedroom

gem is poised for a remarkable transformation that will truly make it your own.Offering;Spacious Living Area - Unwind in

a generous space that offers endless possibilities for personalisation. Create the perfect atmosphere for relaxation and

gatherings around the built-in fireplace. In addition, there is also gas heating and reverse cycle split system air

conditioning for year-round comfort.Neat and Functional Kitchen - Embrace the heart of the home with a charming

kitchen which overlooks the rear garden. There is ample scope to tailor this space to your culinary preferences and design

aspirations.Large Covered Entertaining Area - Step outside to discover a spacious covered area, beckoning for alfresco

celebrations and outdoor enjoyment. Your creativity is the limit for crafting an inviting oasis.Built-in Robes to Main

Bedroom - The main bedroom features built-in robes, combining style and functionality to cater to your storage needs.Full

Bathroom with Separate Toilet - Convenience meets practicality with a full bathroom accompanied by a separate toilet,

ensuring ease of use for all.Adjoining Carport - Shelter your vehicle with an adjoining carport that seamlessly merges

functionality with the overall charm of the property.Good Sized Block - This promising property is situated on a

well-proportioned block, offering ample space for your outdoor aspirations.The foundation is solid, the location is terrific,

and the potential is boundless! Transform this canvas into the masterpiece you've envisioned. With a little imagination

and some TLC, you can create a haven that reflects your unique style and taste.Contact us today to arrange your

inspection and explore the exciting possibilities this fixer upper has to offer!


